
 

 

 

 

 

An Overwhelming Caching and Secure File Storage 

Mechanism for Accomplishing Cache Over Flow 

 

Abstract—Big data is the evolving arena which has many 

benefits to offer for their online users as well as to the online 

service providers. The novel scheme is presented in this paper 

known as DACHE, Cost efficient hosting technique with High 

Availability to implement over Heterogeneous Multi-cloud 

system. DACHE scheme is designed with the data hosting, Map 

reduce mode switching (SMS) and workload statistic modules. 

These modules processes data with the support of heuristic 

algorithm and map reduce mode transition algorithm. The 

algorithms is proved efficient to identify the proper cloud to store 

data and map reduce transition is adopted during the 

requirement. Both the algorithms consider the cost and data 

access pattern of the data stored. This evaluation enables efficient 

usage of cloud resources with high availability. The experimental 

results proved DACHE to work effectively without affecting the 

foreground tasks unlike the earlier systems. The ability to utilize 

the heterogeneous multi-level cloud map reduce with the benefit 

of cost effectiveness is an added advantage to the cloud users. 

Index Terms—Big data, map reduce mode, data hosting, 

heterogeneous multi cloud system 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Loud map reduce systems have been the source of 

attraction for the online users so as to have easy access 

anywhere anytime. Thus many online service providers have 

mushroomed to serve the individual users, industrialists as 

well as the business people to have their data on cloud with 

reliability and security. This process of utilizing the cloud 

resources for map reduce and transition is called as Big data. 

The cloud environment provided by the online service 

providers can be public or could be set as private or it can be 

hybrid based on the users‘ decision to privacy or exposure 

policy. Many IT giants are using the cloud services to reduce 

the on-premises cost which is greater than they provide for the 

online service providers. But, the fee paid for these cloud 

services can also be reduced. 

 The cloud system by different vendors exhibits the 

heterogeneity with respect to performance and pricing. The 

design techniques can be varied to achieve competitive results 

in terms of efficient service, reduced cost, secured data map 

reduce. The overall benefits of the cloud system are 

 Easy sharing and syncing 

 Security  

 Off-site data map reduce 

 Disaster Recovery assistance 

 Better Remote accessibility 

 Reduction of internal IT costs 

 Reduced requirement of Resources  

 Online data collaboration 

The cloud system reduces the need to send each file every 

time to different recipients, instead the access link can be sent. 

This reduces the bandwidth usage. The annual costs for an 

organization can be reduced largely without the need for 

employing manpower and resources. Though there are many 

merits in using the cloud system, the demerits also follows as 

described below 

 The bandwidth though high, when the limit of certain 

capacity is crossed, the user will be charged heavily 

for every byte of data map reduce. 

 The cost of data map reduce over cloud is high  

 Inefficient data map reduce 
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In order to overcome the issues related to cloud map reduce, 

multi-cloud data map reduce have become a key area to 

explore upon the solutions for the discussed problems. The 

metric TUE (Traffic Usage Efficiency) was coined in the 

previous work analyzed the efficiency of online map reduce 

providers like google drive, drop box, one drive. But this 

evaluation was only made with respect to size and traffic data. 

The pricing policies and map reduce modes was not 

considered. The data placement was not considered. The 

presence of multi cloud creates the problem to identify the 

suitable cloud to place a data, and the strategy to optimize the 

use of availability on the cloud for different services 

differently. This paper provides the proper solution to the 

identified problems in terms of the novel cost effective, multi 

cloud data hosting scheme named, DACHE. The proposed 

study specifies the look-up table generated by the map reduce 

mode switching modules with the assistance of the heuristic 

and map reduce mode transition algorithms. These algorithms 

takes the monetary costs into consideration and presents an 

efficient system to run behind the online map reduce 

applications. 

 The remaining sections of this paper is arranged as 

follows. The earlier works associated to the Cloud map reduce 

systems are discussed and the methodologies used to 

overcome the problems are presented in Section II. The 

descriptive details of the proposed heterogeneous data hosting 

technique, DACHE is given in the Section III. The 

experimental results based on the simulation and their 

comparative output results are provided in Section IV. Lastly, 

Section V summarizes and gives the conclusion to the work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 [1] proposed update batched delayed synchronization 

(UBD) mechanism in which the over usage of cloud traffic 

was dealt. The proposed UDS worked between the system 

map reduce location of the user and the cloud map reduce 

application. The work provided faster data synchronization 

along with the batch-wise update of client data and hence the 

overhead as well the CPU usage was reduced. The authors 

extended their work as stated in the following[2] defined a 

metric termed as Traffic Usage Efficiency (TUE) to evaluate 

the cloud traffic management strategy of with data 

synchronization. The cloud services like drop box, google 

drive, Microsoft one drive provide reliable map reduce 

services yet their credibility can be evaluated using the 

proposed method and hence the service providers as well as 

the user get benefitted. However the efficiency of iCloud drive 

have not been evaluated.[3] gave an evaluation term to 

determine the best cloud service provider using the strategic 

comparator, CloudCmp by which the cost and performance of 

a service provider application was known.[4] presented 

DEPSKY system which was costlier yet proved good to 

improve the data availability, data integrity, data 

confidentiality through the techniques of encryption, and 

replication of data over the cloud of clouds.[5] presented a 

novel proxy called RACS to diversify the cloud map reduce 

load. This minimized the cost of map reduce switching to the 

vendors. The proposed prototype estimated the reduced cost 

when it was adopted.[6] explained the characteristics and 

accessibility patterns of cloud map reduce system deployed in 

the Tsinghua campus for three   years. The work identified the 

metrics of different cloud map reduce system, with respect to 

file size, read/write ratio, number of active files and their 

overall efficiency.[7]presented the concept of decentralization 

of server selection using the system called DONAR in the 

cloud services. The proposed DONAR algorithm was a 

distributive system that helps in offloading the replica 

selection. Both the performance of the client as well as the 

server load was optimized by this protocol. 

 [8] gave a novel algorithm for optimized performance in 

content multihoming, benefit of getting the content published 

in multiple distribution networks. The work also involved in 

the design of a light weight client adaptation algorithm which 

provided good scalability and increased the quality of data. 

The work achieved 40% reduction of publishing cost.[9] 

introduced a solution for brokerage of cloud map reduce 

system. This system proves to be cost efficient. It provided a 

strategy for proper placement of data and the pattern of data 

access was considered. The time taken for the process was to 

be evaluated.[10] presented an arithmetic logic concept to free 

up the code data. The performance of the proposed Galois 

Field (GF) arithmetic was found to work fast.[11] illustrated 

an architecture named ‗Independence–As-A Service (IndaaS)‘ 

to avoid the unanticipated failures in the cloud map reduce 

system. The work evaluated the performance of a system 

through its auditing modules.[12] introduced a new set of 

Local Reconstruction Codes (LRC) for reduction of erasure 

coding fragments.The proposed LRC was used in the 

Windows Azure Map reduce (WAS) system which helps in 

the bandwidth and map reduce overhead reduction.[13] 

implemented the novel codes in the Hadoop HDFS as well as 

in the modified Hadoop module. This work greatly reduced 

the network traffic and cost of distributed data map reduce 

system.[14] discussed the feasibility of the data map reduce 

system on cloud and their security risk of data over them. 

Hence data insurance was provided which is cost effective. 

This insurance ensured reliability.[15] presented the network 

file system which was supported by the cloud map reduce. The 

file system provided optimized performance and minimized 

cost. The map reduce system were usually homogeneous for 

load deployment. During higher  load the system becomes 

inefficient and hence the [16] reported a new concept of map 

reduce configuration compiler (scc) for the cluster 

applications. The proposed scc was implemented for various 

applications and was found to be in consensus with the 

Service Level Agreement (SLA) in cost efficiency and its 

heterogeneous operability.[17] proposed a constraint-based 

model to address the resource reservation and scheduling issue 

occurred during the usage of cloud infrastructure. The work 

also presented a distributed empirical algorithm, DREAM to 

provide solution within the budget that was based on the 

present availability of bandwidth, channel and datacenters.[18] 

used for provide repair solution to the cloud services in a cost 

efficient manner with the proposed proxy (Network Coding) 

based system, NCCloud. Without compromising the level of 

data redundancy and the map reduce requirement, a feasible 

design was implemented for the functional minimum map 

reduce regenerator code (F-MSR). The timing and 

performance was found to be on par with the traditional 
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systems.[19] suggested the CAROM scheme for providing 

flexibility and high efficiency to the cloud map reduces 

system. The scheme provided the set of erasure codes and the 

collection of replications which helped to reduce the map 

reduce costs.[20] reduced the time and cost incurred with the 

novel processing of bug prioritization in the big source of 

software projects.[21] presented an integrated approach called 

as DACHE for selection of appropriate cloud and redistributed 

the data from their originally stored location based on the data 

access pattern and the cost. 

 The earlier systems discussed so far had one or the other 

disadvantages like 

 Repetitive map reduce of same data 

 Higher cost 

 Inefficient during network delay or during power 

outages 

 Less or no security 

 The proposed scheme is designed by considering all the 

issues present in the previous works. It is Cost efficient 

hosting technique with High Availability to implement over 

Heterogeneous Multi-cloud system. The replication and 

erasure mechanism is used to meet out the availability. In this 

work, a heuristic algorithm is designed to opt the appropriate 

map reduce modes. The efficiency of the proposed model is 

tested in real time environment through trace-driven 

simulations. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

 DACHE is the novel idea that integrates the benefits of 

data map reduce with minimum cost and good security.The 

architecture of DACHE is designed in such a way that the 

transition scheme is flexible without interfering the foreground 

process. The system flow diagram of the proposed system is 

provided in the figure 1. 

 The workload statistic present in the system architecture, 

gathers and keeps track on the data access logs. This ensures 

the data placement in a suitable location. The statistic system 

generated information are sent to the predictor block. The 

predictor block guides the action to be carried out to the data 

received by the Map reduce Mode Switching (SMS) module. 

It is known that the data hosting is the platform in which data 

is stored using replication and erasure coding. The SMS 

makes the critical decision to handle the data either from 

replication to erasure coding of from erasure coding to the 

replication based on the output of the predictor. These 

processes are carried out in the background of online services 

without affecting any other simultaneous process. The main 

modules of the proposed architecture are 

A. Data Hosting 

B. Map reduce Mode Switching (SMS) 

C. Workload Statistic 

D. Workload Predictor 

 
Figure 1System Flow diagram 

 

 The process flow diagram is depicted in the figure 2 

which clearly explains the concept of DACHE briefly. The 

detailed description of the modules of the proposed system is 

presented below. 

A. Data Hosting 

 The data hosting module provides the unified 

mathematical model to decide the mode and location of data 

map reduce over the cloud database. According to the 

mathematical model of the system, mean,m>1 is defined as 

non-replication in the erasure coding. As replication, (m=1) is 

the special case of erasure coding, they are compiled to obtain 

a unified model. If N be the number of cloud with all the 

specifications, n cloud is chosen for data map reduce. The file 

to be stored be encoded the equal-sized blocks of size n. Now, 

when m=1, n-m coding blocks are similar to the data block 

known as replication. An m,n pair is defined as the selected 

cloud being placed in the distributed pool of clouds. The 

availability of m,n pair determines the location for data re-map 

reduce through transfer. The access to read operation is 

applicable to m clouds and among these cheapest cloud is 

chosen. Just an access for reading will not require the data to 

be decoded, hence the bandwidth and cost of the process is 

optimized to an acceptable level. 

B. Map reduce Mode Switching (SMS) 

 SMS is the critical module which helps in decision 

making of the file map reduce mode and location and route the 

file accordingly. In this paper, the SMS module is designed 

using a heuristic algorithm. This algorithm determines the read 

count as well as the requirement of change in map reduce 

mode of a file. This provides a feasible transition scheme 

according to the file access pattern. If the access to the file is 

less, then the map reduce mode can be changed. A map reduce 

mode table is generated using the file size, read count. This 

determines the map reduce mode of the file. The decision of 

transition also costs money and bandwidth, so it is performed 

only after 4 months of non-access of a file. This involves in-

going and out-going bandwidth and transition cost, T. Let Mf 

be the monetary cost of former map reduce mode and Mp be 

the monetary cost of present map reduce mode. Then the 

transition can take place only if it satisfies the following 

condition. 

Mf>Mp + T 
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The values of these monetary costs are calculated by the 

predictor module in the system based on the read frequency of 

that particular file. 

C. Workload Statistic 

 The gathering of access logs and tackling those processes 

are the roles of workload statistic. It sends information 

collected to the predictor module for guiding the SMS to 

decide upon the data map reduce mode. 

D. Workload Predictor 

 This module predicts the future access data of a file. It 

follows the weighted moving average approach though there 

are many predictor modules available. This uses the present 

and former access frequency. Here we use one month as 

prediction interval. 

 

Heuristic Algorithm 

Input: Topology graph T, source node set SN, deadline set DL, 

remaining time of packets Tremand sink node s 

Output: A set of routes SRwith the minimum cost 

Step1: Set candidate list C=0 and SR=0 

Step2: Calculate the minimum path cost of all source nodes 

ns S to the sink s using the Dijkstra‘s algorithm 

Step3: Put all nodes in source set SNinto the candidate list C 

Step4: Find the node Nnewhaving maximum path cost to the 

sink from C and assign the global variable Gm=Nnew 

Step5: while 0C  do 

Step6: Remove the node Nnew from C 

Step7: Assign the remaining time of packet Trem generated by 

the node based on the packet type 

Step8: for all node 
ns C do 

Step9: Compute the incremental delay 

Step10: Compute the insertion cost as

( ,s ) (s , )new n nINSCOST N INSCOST s  

Step11: If the insertion cost is the lowest, and the total delay

Dtotal LD pick snas Nnew 

12: for all remaining time do 

13:end for 

14: end for 

15: if No candidate Nnewis found then 

15: Put the currently found route into SR 

17: Start a new route construction procedure 

18: Clear 

19: end if 

20: end while 

21: Return SRas the output 

  

The presented heuristic algorithm is designed to find the 

possible but not the apt solutions for identification data map 

reduce mode. This is an easy and faster way to arrive an 

appropriate solution. The study on the NP-Hardness makes the 

proposed heuristic algorithm to be feasible. The map reduce 

mode transition process was performed with an algorithm 

shown below 

 

Map reduce Mode Transition Algorithm 

Input: The list of routes L from RPFI 

Output: A list of optimized routes OR 

1: Initialize Tabu move list LM=0 and candidate list LC={L} 

2: while Total number of steps is less than T: do 

3: Perform 𝛾-interchange LSD based intensification on each 

route in LC 

4: if A better route is found: then 

5: Record the partial solution into L 

6: else 

7: Perform 𝛾-interchange LSD based diversification on each 

route in LC 

8: end if 

9: end while 

10: Output the best solution found so far in R 

The proposed Algorithm for map reduce mode transition 

calculates the map reduce mode for each file using its 

predicted read frequency in the specified time interval‗t‘. 

Hence the table is generated for the map reduce mode based 

on the file size and read frequency of the file. Thus the table 

serves as a look up table to decide upon the map reduce mode. 

  

The merits of the proposed system includes 

 Adopting appropriate redundancy strategy for 

appropriate selection of the cloud system to store 

data. 

 Monitoring the availability of resources at specific 

point of time to reallocate the data 

 The knowledge of data access patterns and pricing 

structure 

 Its ability to retransfer the data to other cloud system 

for efficient utilization 

 Reduces the cost of repetitive map reduce over the 

cloud map reduce system    

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated in 

Window XP operating system with the Pentium IV 2,4GHz, 

160 GB hard disk and 2 GB RAM. Java language is used to 

design the proposed algorithm in the Netbeans 6.9.1 IDE with 

MySQL database. Various data require different resource 

based on the type and size of the data. If the frequency of 

access is high for a data, then the data is termed as ―Hot‖ that 

do require high availability of resources. When the frequency 

of access is less, the data is said to be ―Cold‖ that doesn‘t 

demand availability. 

 The simulation of the above said two conditions are made 

to run in our proposed DACHE architecture. Both the scenario 

is offered with two different availabilities to the files based on 

the frequency of access to those file. Based on our study, 3 

requests to read is the limit assigned, in which high being 

99.99999% and low being 99.99%. Thus, to stop oscillations 

between high and low limits, if the frequency of access is 

below 1 per month, then the availability is changed from high 

to low.Thus the switching availability is optimized to an 

appropriate level. The efficiency of the proposed system is 

evaluated based on the following metrics 

A. Bandwidth Optimization 

B. Map reduce Efficiency 

C. Processing Speed 

D. Availability 

E. Execution Time 
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A. Bandwidth Optimization 

  Lower the bandwidth usage, higher will be the 

efficiency. Hence we study the bandwidth usage of both 

DACHE and Existing system and the analyzed results are 

depicted in the graph provided in the figure 2. From the graph 

this known that the bandwidth utilization is better in the 

proposed system than in the existing system. 

 
Figure 2 Bandwidth Usage Analysis 

 

B. Map reduce Efficiency: 

 Map reduce efficiency in the perspective of Big data, is 

the amount of map reduce consumed by a data over cloud 

without data re-map reduce and with less cost for using map 

reduce resources over the cloud. This metric helps to choose 

the right service which is illustrated in the figure 3. The graph 

show that the map reduce efficiency of the proposed system is 

higher than the existing systems. 

 
Figure 3Map reduce Efficiency analysis 

 

C. Processing Speed 

 The speed of processing a task with the designed 

algorithms gives the processing time of the particular system. 

This will be the significant metric to measure the effectiveness 

of the proposed system. Figure 4 provides the comparative 

analysis of the proposed system and the existing system. This 

supports the effectiveness of the proposed system. 

 
Figure 4 Comparative analysis of Processing Speed 

 

D. Availability 

 The selection of suitable cloud and adopting proper 

redundancy strategy helps the proposed system to achieve 

availability at any point of time. The figure 5 shows the high 

availability achieve by the DACHE system compared with the 

existing system. 

 
Figure 5 Availability comparison  

 

E. Execution Time 

 Any implementation is considered to be efficient, when 

the time delay is less. The proposed DACHE is taken 

experimentally to know the time taken to perform data map 

reduce in cloud. The trial results are produced in the Fig 6. 

The figure illustrates the analysis of the time taken by the 

system. From the analysis, it is found that the least time is 

taken by the proposed work and the other earlier works had 

taken greater time to perform the similar task. 

 

 
Figure 6 Time efficiency of DACHE and existing system 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 Online applications are used by various people in various 

domains. Cloud foundry is an open platform that provides the 

freedom to use any cloud system, better framework for 

developers and various application services. The efficiency of 

the algorithms are evolving day by day.The cost of 

maintenance of data over the cloud could be considered and 

hence this proposal presents a cost efficient and reliable data 

hosting scheme called, DACHE which provides systematic 

architecture with distributed data hosting in the heterogeneous 

cloud infrastructure SMS to transit the data files to optimize 

both bandwidth and speed. The proposed system considers 

data migration within the cloud system with respect to the cost 

of migration and the data access patterns. The proposed 

system is evaluated using simulations and their viability is 

proved good for online applications. Also the system provides 

guaranteed availability and reliable cloud map reduce system. 
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